STATE OF WASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
P. O. Box 41126  Olympia, Washington 98504-1126

June 28, 2019

TO:

Community Corrections Staff

FROM:

Mac Pevey, Assistant Secretary [Signature on file]
Community Corrections Division

SUBJECT:

Swift and Certain (SAC) Count Reset for Interstate Compact Cases

Per DOC 460.130 Response to Violations and New Criminal Activity, individuals on supervision are
eligible for a reset of their SAC violation process count when there has been a break in their
continuous period of jurisdiction. This includes individuals sentenced under the Prison Drug
Offender Sentencing Alternative (DOSA) who are returned to Prison on a reclassified sentence,
provided they have no other active causes.
To ensure consistency for all SAC-eligible individuals on supervision in Washington State, effective
immediately, From Out-of-State (FOS) cases who are retaken by their sending state and
revoked to Prison by the court are eligible for a reset of their SAC count if they return to
Washington State on supervision under the same cause number, provided they have no other
active causes.
This change aligns with the rules of the Interstate Commission for Adult Offender Supervision
(ICAOS), which require that states supervise individuals sentenced in another state consistent with
those sentenced in-state.
The Headquarters Interstate Compact Unit will monitor transfer requests for individuals seeking to
return to Washington State following revocation and will notify the assigned CCO if an individual is
eligible for a reset. Until OMNI can be programmed to capture these changes, CCOs will then need
to manually track the new SAC count and mitigate the violation responses in Field Discipline until
the individual reaches their 6th new violation process. CCOs may use DOC 09-277 Tracking Swift
and Certain to track the new count.
Staff can continue to direct any questions about SAC counts to the CCD Questions box at
CCDQuestions@doc.wa.gov.
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